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Black Holes: (Theoretical) Laboratory for QM and QGR

They radiate (Information paradox), holographic (entropy), the fastest scramblers of information,               
Page curve? Extreme in thermalisation,….                 

We need a concrete model of Quantum Gravity! Or maybe a new paradigm…?



AdS = CFT
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If it has entropy of a BH, scrambles like a BH and                       
is complex like a BH, then it probably is a BH…

?

Strongly coupled Many-Body 
system at finite temperature

N=4 SYM, SYK, Random Matrix models…

Logic (abductive reasoning): “Black Hole test”:

[Maldacena ’97]



AdS = CFT
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Quantum Gravity Quantum Field Theory

“Hilbert spaces are isomorphic”

QFT BasisQGR Basis
?
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Black Hole interiors grow with time!
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<latexit sha1_base64="VyX5bZ9LOeWk9Vi8bNjC8zBK2dI=">AAACR3icbVDPT9swGHUKG1C2UbYjl4hqEpO2KkGgcdmEhpA4FokCoi6R435pLRwns79Mqkz+u1125bZ/YRcOIMQRN82BH3uSpaf33vfZfnEuhcEg+Os15uZfvV5YXGouv3n7bqW1+v7YZIXm0OOZzPRpzAxIoaCHAiWc5hpYGks4iS/2pv7JL9BGZOoIJzkMUjZSIhGcoZOi1jmVkOAl7RoR0RiQUS1GY/z+jSaacRuWlpqfGu3ZRuV+KktqijRScG6/zCKVXtrNcj9S5Wyb+qzqNVGrHXSCCv5LEtakTWp0o9YVHWa8SEEhl8yYfhjkOLBMo+ASyiYtDOSMX7AR9B1VLAUzsFUPpf/RKUM/ybQ7Cv1KfTxhWWrMJI1dMmU4Ns+9qfg/r19gsjOwQuUFguKzi5JC+pj501L9odDAUU4cYVwL91afj5lrB131TVdC+PzLL8nxZifc6mwfbrV3f9R1LJI1sk42SEi+kl1yQLqkRzj5Tf6RG3Lr/fGuvTvvfhZtePXMB/IEDe8BCYC0Xg==</latexit>

[Maldacena ’01]
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[Hartman,Maldacena ’13]

[Susskind,’14]What is the “CFT dual” of this growth? “Complexity" of the TFD state?
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<latexit sha1_base64="wAUsFdiPfCxfcKVXxPhImkNcEFI=">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</latexit>

Is there a universal (useful/computable in QFT) notion of “Complexity”?

Black Hole interiors grow with time!



COMPLEXITY

Hardness of tasks given limited 
resources
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COMPLEXITY

Hardness of tasks given limited 
resources

say the first? Let’s do an example. Suppose we apply a Hadamard gate to the superposition:
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Bell states:

We can generate the Bell states
∣

∣Φ+
〉

= 1√
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with the following simple qauntum circuit con-
sisting of a Hadamard and CNOT gate:

H !

❞

The first qubit is passed through a Hadamard gate and then both qubits are entangled by a CNOT gate.

If the input to the system is |0⟩⊗ |0⟩, then the Hadamard gate changes the state to

1√
2(|0⟩+ |1⟩)⊗ |0⟩ = 1

sqrt2 |00⟩+
1√
2 |10⟩ ,

and after the CNOT gate the state becomes 1√
2(|00⟩+ |11⟩), the Bell state |Φ+⟩.

The state
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is one of four Bell basis states:
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These are maximally entangled states on two qubits. Show how to generate all these states by a simple
quantum circuit, and verify that the four Bell states form an orthonormal basis.

1.2 EPR Paradox:

Everyone has heard Einstein’s famous quote “God does not play dice”. It is lifted from Einstein’s 1926 letter
to Max Born where he expressed his dissatisfaction with quantum physics by writing: ”Quantum mechanics
is certainly imposing. But an inner voice tells me that it is not yet the real thing. The theory says a lot, but
does not really bring us any closer to the secret of the Old One. I, at any rate, am convinced that He does
not throw dice.” Even to the end of his life he held on to the view that quantum physics is just an incomplete
theory and that some day we would learn a more complete and satisfactory theory that describes nature. For
example, consider coin-flipping. We can model coin-flipping as a random process giving heads 50% of the
time, and tails 50% of the time. This model is perfectly predictive, but incomplete. If we knew the initial
conditions of the coin with perfect accuracy (position, momentum), then we could solve Newton’s equations
to determine the eventual outcome of the coin flip with certainty.

Einstein sharpened this line of reasoning in a paper he wrote with Podolsky and Rosen in 1935, where they
introduced the famous Bell states. Recall that for Bell state 1√

2(
∣

∣00
〉

+
∣

∣11
〉

), when you measure first qubit,
the second qubit is determined. However, if two qubits are far apart, then the second qubit must have had

C191, Fall 2008, Qubits, Quantum Mechanics and Computers 3

Circuit Complexity: Minimal number of gates

CN

C. Shannon, Bell System 
Technical Journal. (1949)

Complexity = 2
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COMPLEXITY

Hardness of tasks given limited 
resources

Kolmogorov complexity:

A. Kolmogorov,  
Theoretical Computer Science 

(1963)

Length of the shortest computer program

ABABABABABABABABABABABABABABAB

“write AB 15 times”

Complexity = 17 J. Rissanen, (1986)
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COMPLEXITY

Hardness of tasks given limited 
resources

Geometric Complexity: Geodesic Length

M. Nielsen et al.  
Science (2006)

Geometric approach to circuit complexity [Nielsen + et al. 05]

1

U(t)

[Shira’s talk]

| (t)i = U(t) | (0)i

<latexit sha1_base64="x/ZeQzSvSMC016+fZTDJelqr1H8=">AAACGHicbZBPSwJBGMZn+2v2z+rYZUgCu9huGHUppC4dDVoVXJHZcVYHZ2eXmXcDMT9Gl75Klw5FdPXWt2lWDUx7YeDH87wv77yPHwuuwba/raXlldW19cxGdnNre2c3t7df1VGiKHNpJCJV94lmgkvmAgfB6rFiJPQFq/m929SvPTKleSQfoB+zZkg6kgecEjBSK3fqCRbAk1fRHBfgxFO804XrKzflGcf+dVq5vF20x4UXwZlCHk2r0sqNvHZEk5BJoIJo3XDsGJoDooBTwYZZL9EsJrRHOqxhUJKQ6eZgfNgQHxuljYNImScBj9XZiQEJte6HvukMCXT1vJeK/3mNBILL5oDLOAEm6WRRkAgMEU5Twm2uGAXRN0Co4uavmHaJIhRMllkTgjN/8iJUz4pOqXh+X8qXb6ZxZNAhOkIF5KALVEZ3qIJcRNEzekXv6MN6sd6sT+tr0rpkTWcO0J+yRj+wU57s</latexit>
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Applications to QFT

Physical definition of Complexity?

Nielsen complexity in free QFTs, Conformal Field Theories 

Ambiguities… (choice of gates, cost functions)

Lessons: First and Second Laws of Quantum Complexity [Brown,Susskind’17]

[Jefferson,Myers’17][PC,Magan’18]
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Physics Problems
Unitary evolution of states or operators:

@tO(t) = i[H,O(t)]

<latexit sha1_base64="jVn4RNlWCjV7eprliSNAxKJ8bJI=">AAACFnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DAYhgoZdiehFCHrJzQjmAZslzE4myZDZBzO9QljyFV78FS8eFPEq3vwbZ5M9mGhBQ1HVTXeXFwmuwLK+jdzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1j7u41VRhLyho0FKFse0QxwQPWAA6CtSPJiO8J1vJGN6nfemBS8TC4h3HEXJ8MAt7nlICWuuZpJyISOBFdwB2fwJASkdxOSnB8xZ3aybzkds2iVbamwH+JnZEiylDvml+dXkhjnwVABVHKsa0I3CRdSQWbFDqxYhGhIzJgjqYB8Zlyk+lbE3yklR7uh1JXAHiq/p5IiK/U2Pd0Z3qmWvRS8T/PiaF/6SY8iGJgAZ0t6scCQ4jTjHCPS0ZBjDUhVHJ9K6ZDIgkFnWRBh2AvvvyXNM/KdqV8flcpVq+zOPLoAB2iErLRBaqiGqqjBqLoET2jV/RmPBkvxrvxMWvNGdnMPpqD8fkDonqfBw==</latexit>

O(t) = eiHt
O(0)e�iHt

<latexit sha1_base64="MCNOoMFnNSjhD8M27yCcl5guIKQ=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSTbAILWhJpKIboeimOyvYC7SxTKaTdujkwsyJUEJewo2v4saFIm4Fd76NkzaLWv1h4Oc75zDn/E7ImQTT/NZyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2jr6715JBJAhtkoAHouNgSTnzaRMYcNoJBcWew2nbGV+n9fYDFZIF/h1MQmp7eOgzlxEMCvX1456HYUQwj2+SEpQv6X3M6pDMU7Os4ElK+3rRrJhTGX+NlZkiytTo61+9QUAij/pAOJaya5kh2DEWwAinSaEXSRpiMsZD2lXWxx6Vdjy9KjGOFBkYbiDU88GY0vmJGHtSTjxHdabbysVaCv+rdSNwL+yY+WEE1Cezj9yIGxAYaUTGgAlKgE+UwUQwtatBRlhgAirIggrBWjz5r2mdVqxq5ey2WqxdZXHk0QE6RCVkoXNUQ3XUQE1E0CN6Rq/oTXvSXrR37WPWmtOymX30S9rnDzDrntU=</latexit>

i@t | (t)i = H | (t)i

<latexit sha1_base64="r1AHI6NgkG9gG1dAZPMNuTFQNfw=">AAACHnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIS6KYm06EYpuumygn1AE8JkOmmHTh7M3Agl9kvc+CtuXCgiuNK/cdJmoW0PXDiccy/33uPFnEkwzR9tZXVtfWOzsFXc3tnd29cPDtsySgShLRLxSHQ9LClnIW0BA067saA48DjteKPbzO88UCFZFN7DOKZOgAch8xnBoCRXrzE7xgIY5i7YnPrwaDclK8OZLdhgCNdXjWWqq5fMijmFsUisnJRQjqarf9n9iCQBDYFwLGXPMmNw0mwz4XRStBNJY0xGeEB7ioY4oNJJp+9NjFOl9A0/EqpCMKbq34kUB1KOA091BhiGct7LxGVeLwH/0klZGCdAQzJb5CfcgMjIsjL6TFACfKwIJoKpWw0yxAITUIkWVQjW/MuLpH1esaqV2l21VL/J4yigY3SCyshCF6iOGqiJWoigJ/SC3tC79qy9ah/a56x1RctnjtA/aN+/yJ6i3w==</latexit>

| (t)i = e�iHt | (0)i

<latexit sha1_base64="eRNV8WT3duoFVVI1ybbKoPb94hs=">AAACGnicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevQyGIR4MMxIRC9K0EuOEcwCmRh6OjVJk56F7hohjPkOL/6KFw+KeBMv/o2dRYiJDwoe71VRVc+NBFdoWd/GwuLS8spqai29vrG5tZ3Z2a2qMJYMKiwUoay7VIHgAVSQo4B6JIH6roCa27se+rV7kIqHwS32I2j6tBNwjzOKWmplbEeAhw9OWfEcHjmSd7p4eQF3yTEv4WDKtH7NViZr5a0RzHliT0iWTFBuZT6ddshiHwJkgirVsK0ImwmVyJmAQdqJFUSU9WgHGpoG1AfVTEavDcxDrbRNL5S6AjRH6vREQn2l+r6rO32KXTXrDcX/vEaM3nkz4UEUIwRsvMiLhYmhOczJbHMJDEVfE8ok17earEslZajTTOsQ7NmX50n1JG8X8qc3hWzxahJHiuyTA5IjNjkjRVIiZVIhjDySZ/JK3own48V4Nz7GrQvGZGaP/IHx9QPGdaCz</latexit>

Generically, a “simple” reference quantum state              “spreads” and becomes “complex” (in Hilbert space)| (0)i

<latexit sha1_base64="tkEQHYnWO+AIEadPC4H5jzy+Zzk=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREKrqSohuXFewDmlAm00k7dDIJMzdCrcVfceNCEbf+hzv/xmmbhbYeuHA4517uvSdIBNfgON9Wbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3rF39xo6ThVldRqLWLUCopngktWBg2CtRDESBYI1g8H1xG/eM6V5LO9gmDA/Ij3JQ04JGKljH3iChfDo1TQvOSee4r0+XHbsolN2psCLxM1IEWWodewvrxvTNGISqCBat10nAX9EFHAq2LjgpZolhA5Ij7UNlSRi2h9Nrx/jY6N0cRgrUxLwVP09MSKR1sMoMJ0Rgb6e9ybif147hfDCH3GZpMAknS0KU4EhxpMocJcrRkEMDSFUcXMrpn2iCAUTWMGE4M6/vEgap2W3Uj67rRSrV1kceXSIjlAJuegcVdENqqE6ougBPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/Uxa81Z2cw++gPr8we0d5S/</latexit>

Generically, a “simple” operator           “grows” and becomes “complex” (in operator space)O(0)

<latexit sha1_base64="iQswQx4Q53f4UT2y0EvxhLFPgEk=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBotQNyWRii6LbtxZwT6gjWUynbRDJ5MwM1FKyH+4caGIW//FnX/jpM1CWw8MHM65l3vmeBFnStv2t1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHbRXGktAWCXkoux5WlDNBW5ppTruRpDjwOO14k+vM7zxSqVgo7vU0om6AR4L5jGBtpId+gPWYYJ7cplX7dFCu2DV7BrRMnJxUIEdzUP7qD0MSB1RowrFSPceOtJtgqRnhNC31Y0UjTCZ4RHuGChxQ5Saz1Ck6McoQ+aE0T2g0U39vJDhQahp4ZjJLqRa9TPzP68Xav3QTJqJYU0Hmh/yYIx2irAI0ZJISzaeGYCKZyYrIGEtMtCmqZEpwFr+8TNpnNadeO7+rVxpXeR1FOIJjqIIDF9CAG2hCCwhIeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYjxasfOcQ/sD6/AHIpJIM</latexit>

Q: How to quantify this “Complexity”? 
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Basic Idea

Map the unitary evolution into a “1d chain” and quantify 
Complexity as a distance from the origin
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| (t)i = e�iHt | 0i =
X

n

�n(t) |Kni

<latexit sha1_base64="pqm3yMmBMScicgdLh9D31oD73EU=">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</latexit>

X

n

|�n(t)|2 ⌘
X

n

pn = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="XC3Msz6Aw5NLKhLshiwukaoTIqw=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsCh1U5JS0Y1QdOOygn1AE8NkOmmHTiZxZlIoaf/Ajb/ixoUibt2682+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/JhRqSzr21haXlldW89t5De3tnd2zb39howSgUkdRywSLR9JwigndUUVI61YEBT6jDT9/vXEbw6IkDTid2oYEzdEXU4DipHSkmeeODIJPT5y4h71eFGdju7LDnlI6ADOHBh7/NL2zIJVsqaAi8TOSAFkqHnml9OJcBISrjBDUrZtK1ZuioSimJFx3kkkiRHuoy5pa8pRSKSbTv8Zw2OtdGAQCV1cwan6eyJFoZTD0NedIVI9Oe9NxP+8dqKCCzelPE4U4Xi2KEgYVBGchAM7VBCs2FAThAXVt0LcQwJhpSPM6xDs+ZcXSaNcsiuls9tKoXqVxZEDh+AIFIENzkEV3IAaqAMMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH7PWJSObOQB/YHz+AIgInFM=</latexit>

Coefficients of the expansion = probability distribution

Use it to characterise spread and growth

[Roberts, Stanford, Susskind ’16][Qi,Streicher ‘18]

[Parker, Cao, Avdoshkin, Scaffidi, Altman ’19]

[Balasubramanian,PC,Magan,Wu’22]

Technically:

Basic Idea

Map the unitary evolution into a “1d chain” and quantify 
Complexity as a distance from the origin
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[Roberts, Stanford, Susskind ’16][Qi,Streicher ‘18]

[Parker, Cao, Avdoshkin, Scaffidi, Altman ’19]

[Balasubramanian,PC,Magan,Wu’22]

Basic Idea

Map the unitary evolution into a “1d chain” and quantify 
Complexity as a distance from the origin

Krylov/Spread complexity

C(t) = hni =
X

n

n pn(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="URXGZA3DxzIt5luhhxuevOjnOTg=">AAACGHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoIDWRim4KxW5cVrAPaEKYTKft0MkkzEyEEvoZbvwVNy4Ucdudf+MkzUJbDwwczjmXO/f4EaNSWda3UVhb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Mw6OODGOBSRuHLBQ9H0nCKCdtRRUjvUgQFPiMdP1JM/W7T0RIGvJHNY2IG6ARp0OKkdKSZ146AVJjjFjSnFXUed1hiI8YgdwRGak7Mg48zp2LyOM64Jllq2plgKvEzkkZ5Gh55twZhDgOCFeYISn7thUpN0FCUczIrOTEkkQIT9CI9DXlKCDSTbLDZvBMKwM4DIV+XMFM/T2RoEDKaeDrZHqGXPZS8T+vH6vhrZtQHsWKcLxYNIwZVCFMW4IDKghWbKoJwoLqv0I8RgJhpbss6RLs5ZNXSeeqateq1w+1cuMur6MITsApqAAb3IAGuAct0AYYPINX8A4+jBfjzfg0vhbRgpHPHIM/MOY/OLWf4Q==</latexit>
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[Roberts, Stanford, Susskind ’16][Qi,Streicher ‘18]

[Parker, Cao, Avdoshkin, Scaffidi, Altman ’19]

[Balasubramanian,PC,Magan,Wu’22]

Basic Idea

Map the unitary evolution into a “1d chain” and quantify 
Complexity as a distance from the origin

Krylov/Spread complexity

C(t) = hni =
X

n

n pn(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="URXGZA3DxzIt5luhhxuevOjnOTg=">AAACGHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoIDWRim4KxW5cVrAPaEKYTKft0MkkzEyEEvoZbvwVNy4Ucdudf+MkzUJbDwwczjmXO/f4EaNSWda3UVhb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Mw6OODGOBSRuHLBQ9H0nCKCdtRRUjvUgQFPiMdP1JM/W7T0RIGvJHNY2IG6ARp0OKkdKSZ146AVJjjFjSnFXUed1hiI8YgdwRGak7Mg48zp2LyOM64Jllq2plgKvEzkkZ5Gh55twZhDgOCFeYISn7thUpN0FCUczIrOTEkkQIT9CI9DXlKCDSTbLDZvBMKwM4DIV+XMFM/T2RoEDKaeDrZHqGXPZS8T+vH6vhrZtQHsWKcLxYNIwZVCFMW4IDKghWbKoJwoLqv0I8RgJhpbss6RLs5ZNXSeeqateq1w+1cuMur6MITsApqAAb3IAGuAct0AYYPINX8A4+jBfjzfg0vhbRgpHPHIM/MOY/OLWf4Q==</latexit>

Krylov entropy (Shannon)

S(t) = �
X

n

pn(t) ln pn(t)
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Aleksey Nikolaevich Krylov (1863-1945)

Russian naval engineer and applied mathematician 
Became famous for pioneering “Theory of oscillating motions of the ship”

Alekandr Lyapunov was his cousin

In 1931 he wrote a paper on Krylov subspace: A NxN matrix and b N-vec

Goal: efficient diagonalization of matrices and computation of characteristic polynomial coefficients.

“… he was concerned with efficient computations and  
counted computational work/complexity as the number of separate numerical multiplications”.
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Krylov Basis

Unitary evolution/Q-circuit

construct an orthonormal basis           recursively (Lanczos algorithm, Gram-Schmidt):

Goal: Given states (Krylov subspace) 

{| 0i , H | 0i , ..., Hn | 0i , ...}
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B. Complexity as the exponential of an entropy

It is natural to quantify the spread of the wavefunc-
tion as the exponential of the entropy of the probability
distribution of weights in an orthonormal basis B. This
provides an alternative definition of complexity

CSB = eSB , (12)

where

SB(t) = �
X

n

pB(n, t) log pB(n, t) (13)

is the Shannon entropy of the basis weight distribution.
Complexity defined in this way measures the minimum
Hilbert space dimension required to store the probability
distribution of basis weights.

We can again eliminate the basis ambiguity by defin-
ing quantum state complexity as the minimum over all
choices of basis. In fact, this entropic definition of com-
plexity is also minimized in the Krylov basis. To show
this, suppose that B does not contain the entire Krylov
basis. Then for some N , the first N elements of the
Krylov basis are in B, up to a phase factor, and the
(N +1)th element is not present. Since the entropy func-
tion is independent of the order of the basis, we can let
these be the first N elements of the basis. Therefore, for
n < N we have have pB(n, t) = pK(n, t) for all t. So to
see the di↵erence between the entropies we just need to
analyze pB(n, t) for n > N .

Now, by Lemma 1, for n � N , the first 2N derivatives

of the probability vanish. More concretely p(m)

B
(n, 0) =

dmpB(n, 0)/dtm = 0 for n � N and m < 2N . Expanding
pB(n, t), for n � N as a Taylor series in t around t = 0,
the first non-vanishing term is

pB(n, t) =
p(2N)

B
(n, 0) t2N

(2N)!
+O(t2N+1) . (14)

The di↵erence in entropy between two bases that agree in
the first N Krylov vectors lies in the sum �

P
n
pn log pn,

for n � N . So we now introduce the expansion (14) in
the entropy sum �

P
n�N

pn log pn, and split the logarithm

of pn to obtain two sums, the first involving log(t2N ) and

the second involving log(p(2N)

B
(n, 0)/(2N)!).

The first sum, after dropping terms of O(t2N+1 log t)
coming from the corrections in (14), is

� t2N log(t)

(2N � 1)!

X

n�N

p(2N)

B
(n, 0) . (15)

From the proof of Lemma 2 above, Eq. 8 shows thatP
n�N p(2N)

B
(n, 0) =

P
n�N

�
2N
N

�
hX|Bni hBn|Xi where

|Xi / |KN i is the component of HN | i orthog-
onal to the first N elements of the Krylov basis.
Hence |Xi is also orthogonal to |Bn<N i. Thus we

can extend the sum above to get
P

n�N p(2N)

B
(n, 0) =

P
n�0

�
2N
N

�
hX|Bni hBn|Xi. By completeness of the ba-

sis we can then write
P

n�N p(2N)

B
(n, 0) =

�
2N
N

�
hX|Xi.

Hence this first term in the sum will not be a↵ected by
the remaining elements of the basis beyond the first N
elements that were assumed to be the same as those of
the Krylov basis.
The second sum is

� t2N
X

n�N

p(2N)

B
(n, 0)

(2N)!
log

 
p(2N)

B
(n, 0)

(2N)!

!
. (16)

For this sum, note that � x
(2N)!

log
⇣

x
(2N)!

⌘
is a strictly

convex function for x > 0. Since the probability is always
positive, and for n � N , pB(n, 0) = 0, the leading order

term in the Taylor expansion in (14), p(2N)

B
(n, 0) must

be positive. Since the sequence (
�
2N
N

�
hX|Xi , 0, 0, . . .)

majorizes any sequence of positive numbers that sum to�
2N
N

�
hX|Xi, Karamata’s inequality implies that the coef-

ficient of t2N in the expansion will always be larger than

or equal to the case where p(2N)

B
(n, 0) = 0 for all n ex-

cept one particular n⇤ where p(2N)

B
(n⇤, 0) =

�
2N
N

�
hX|Xi.

Due to the strict convexity, this inequality is strict except
for the case when the previous two equations are exactly
satisfied, which can only happen if some element in the
basis were proportional to |Xi / |KN i.
Given two functions of the form f0(t) = ↵0 t2N +

O(t2N+1 log t) and f1(t) = ↵1 t2N + O(t2N+1 log t) with
↵0 < ↵1, there is some t0 such that for t < t0, f0(t) <
f1(t). Since the first sum (15) is the same for both the
Krylov basis and B, and the second sum (16) has the
form ↵ t2N+O(t2N+1 log t) there exists some t0 such that
SK(t) < SB(t) for t < t0.
We conclude that the Krylov basis also minimizes com-

plexity when defined in terms of the entropy of the spread
of the initial state over a basis.

III. COMPUTING COMPLEXITY

Following Corollary 1, to calculate complexity we must
derive the Krylov basis K. We can do this via the
Lanczos algorithm [13], which recursively applies the
Gram–Schmidt procedure to | ni = Hn| (0)i to gen-
erate an orthonormal basis K = {|Kni : n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·}:

|An+1i = (H � an)|Kni � bn|Kn�1i, |Kni = b�1

n |Ani .
(17)

The Lanczos coe�cients an and bn are defined as

an = hKn|H|Kni, bn = hAn|Ani1/2 , (18)

with b0 ⌘ 0 and |K0i = | (0)i being the initial state.
Observe that the Lanczos algorithm (17) implies that

H|Kni = an|Kni+ bn+1|Kn+1i+ bn|Kn�1i . (19)
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We conclude that the Krylov basis also minimizes com-
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Following Corollary 1, to calculate complexity we must
derive the Krylov basis K. We can do this via the
Lanczos algorithm [13], which recursively applies the
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[Recursion Method: Viswanath,Muller ’63]
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We conclude that the Krylov basis also minimizes com-

plexity when defined in terms of the entropy of the spread
of the initial state over a basis.
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Following Corollary 1, to calculate complexity we must
derive the Krylov basis K. We can do this via the
Lanczos algorithm [13], which recursively applies the
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The Lanczos coe�cients an and bn are defined as

an = hKn|H|Kni, bn = hAn|Ani1/2 , (18)
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with “Lanczos coefficients”

Such that and |K0i = | 0i
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In the Krylov basis, the Hamiltonian becomes tri-diagonal 

4

B. Complexity as the exponential of an entropy

It is natural to quantify the spread of the wavefunc-
tion as the exponential of the entropy of the probability
distribution of weights in an orthonormal basis B. This
provides an alternative definition of complexity

CSB = eSB , (12)

where

SB(t) = �
X

n

pB(n, t) log pB(n, t) (13)

is the Shannon entropy of the basis weight distribution.
Complexity defined in this way measures the minimum
Hilbert space dimension required to store the probability
distribution of basis weights.

We can again eliminate the basis ambiguity by defin-
ing quantum state complexity as the minimum over all
choices of basis. In fact, this entropic definition of com-
plexity is also minimized in the Krylov basis. To show
this, suppose that B does not contain the entire Krylov
basis. Then for some N , the first N elements of the
Krylov basis are in B, up to a phase factor, and the
(N +1)th element is not present. Since the entropy func-
tion is independent of the order of the basis, we can let
these be the first N elements of the basis. Therefore, for
n < N we have have pB(n, t) = pK(n, t) for all t. So to
see the di↵erence between the entropies we just need to
analyze pB(n, t) for n > N .

Now, by Lemma 1, for n � N , the first 2N derivatives

of the probability vanish. More concretely p(m)

B
(n, 0) =

dmpB(n, 0)/dtm = 0 for n � N and m < 2N . Expanding
pB(n, t), for n � N as a Taylor series in t around t = 0,
the first non-vanishing term is

pB(n, t) =
p(2N)

B
(n, 0) t2N

(2N)!
+O(t2N+1) . (14)

The di↵erence in entropy between two bases that agree in
the first N Krylov vectors lies in the sum �

P
n
pn log pn,

for n � N . So we now introduce the expansion (14) in
the entropy sum �

P
n�N

pn log pn, and split the logarithm

of pn to obtain two sums, the first involving log(t2N ) and

the second involving log(p(2N)

B
(n, 0)/(2N)!).

The first sum, after dropping terms of O(t2N+1 log t)
coming from the corrections in (14), is

� t2N log(t)

(2N � 1)!

X

n�N

p(2N)

B
(n, 0) . (15)

From the proof of Lemma 2 above, Eq. 8 shows thatP
n�N p(2N)

B
(n, 0) =

P
n�N

�
2N
N

�
hX|Bni hBn|Xi where

|Xi / |KN i is the component of HN | i orthog-
onal to the first N elements of the Krylov basis.
Hence |Xi is also orthogonal to |Bn<N i. Thus we

can extend the sum above to get
P

n�N p(2N)

B
(n, 0) =

P
n�0

�
2N
N

�
hX|Bni hBn|Xi. By completeness of the ba-

sis we can then write
P

n�N p(2N)

B
(n, 0) =

�
2N
N

�
hX|Xi.

Hence this first term in the sum will not be a↵ected by
the remaining elements of the basis beyond the first N
elements that were assumed to be the same as those of
the Krylov basis.
The second sum is

� t2N
X

n�N

p(2N)

B
(n, 0)

(2N)!
log

 
p(2N)

B
(n, 0)

(2N)!

!
. (16)

For this sum, note that � x
(2N)!

log
⇣

x
(2N)!

⌘
is a strictly

convex function for x > 0. Since the probability is always
positive, and for n � N , pB(n, 0) = 0, the leading order

term in the Taylor expansion in (14), p(2N)

B
(n, 0) must

be positive. Since the sequence (
�
2N
N

�
hX|Xi , 0, 0, . . .)

majorizes any sequence of positive numbers that sum to�
2N
N

�
hX|Xi, Karamata’s inequality implies that the coef-

ficient of t2N in the expansion will always be larger than

or equal to the case where p(2N)

B
(n, 0) = 0 for all n ex-

cept one particular n⇤ where p(2N)

B
(n⇤, 0) =

�
2N
N

�
hX|Xi.

Due to the strict convexity, this inequality is strict except
for the case when the previous two equations are exactly
satisfied, which can only happen if some element in the
basis were proportional to |Xi / |KN i.
Given two functions of the form f0(t) = ↵0 t2N +

O(t2N+1 log t) and f1(t) = ↵1 t2N + O(t2N+1 log t) with
↵0 < ↵1, there is some t0 such that for t < t0, f0(t) <
f1(t). Since the first sum (15) is the same for both the
Krylov basis and B, and the second sum (16) has the
form ↵ t2N+O(t2N+1 log t) there exists some t0 such that
SK(t) < SB(t) for t < t0.
We conclude that the Krylov basis also minimizes com-

plexity when defined in terms of the entropy of the spread
of the initial state over a basis.

III. COMPUTING COMPLEXITY

Following Corollary 1, to calculate complexity we must
derive the Krylov basis K. We can do this via the
Lanczos algorithm [13], which recursively applies the
Gram–Schmidt procedure to | ni = Hn| (0)i to gen-
erate an orthonormal basis K = {|Kni : n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·}:

|An+1i = (H � an)|Kni � bn|Kn�1i, |Kni = b�1

n |Ani .
(17)

The Lanczos coe�cients an and bn are defined as

an = hKn|H|Kni, bn = hAn|Ani1/2 , (18)

with b0 ⌘ 0 and |K0i = | (0)i being the initial state.
Observe that the Lanczos algorithm (17) implies that

H|Kni = an|Kni+ bn+1|Kn+1i+ bn|Kn�1i . (19)
hKm|H |Kni =
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When expanding our state in the Krylov basis

| (t)i = e�iHt | 0i =
X

n

�n(t) |Kni
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by construction, we have a Schrödinger equation for the coefficients (amplitudes)

i@t�n(t) = an�n(t) + bn�n�1(t) + bn+1�n+1(t)
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“Hessenberg form”

1 Magnus Expansion

The main goal is to work generalise the Krylov basis construction for time dependent Hamil-

tonians. The standard root could lead by using the Magnus expansion. Namely, we consider

the following unitary

0

BBBBBB@

a0 b1 0 0 · · ·
b1 a1 b2 0 · · ·
0 b2 a2 b3 · · ·
0 0 b3 a3

. . .

...
...

...
. . .

. . .

1

CCCCCCA
(1.1)

1

Krylov Basis [Recursion Method: Viswanath,Muller ’63]
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QI: Complexity = “Spread in Hilbert space”  [Balasubramanian, PC, Magan, Wu ’22]

Starting from the state:

2

II. DEFINING COMPLEXITY

Consider a quantum system with a time-independent
Hamiltonian H. Time evolution of a state | (t)i is gov-
erned by the Schrödinger equation

i@t| (t)i = H| (t)i . (1)

The solution | (t)i = e�iHt| (0)i has a formal power
series expansion

| (t)i =
1X

n=0

(�it)n

n!
| ni , (2)

where | ni = Hn| (0)i. The Gram–Schmidt procedure
applied to | ni generates an ordered, orthonormal basis
K = {|Kni : n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·} for the part of the Hilbert
space explored by time development of | (0)i ⌘ |K0i.
The basis K, sometimes called the Krylov basis in the
recent literature, may have fewer elements than the di-
mension of the Hilbert space, depending on the dynamics
and the choice of initial state.

We expect more complex time evolution will spread
| (t)i more widely over the Hilbert space relative to the
initial state | i. To quantify this idea, we define a cost
function relative to a complete, orthonormal, ordered ba-
sis, B = {|Bni : n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·} for the Hilbert space

CB(t) =
X

n

cn|h (t)|Bni|2 ⌘
X

n

cn pB(n, t) , (3)

where the cn are a positive, increasing sequence of real
numbers, and the pB(n, t) are probabilities of being in
each basis vector. Completeness of the basis B, to-
gether with the unitarity of time evolution, namelyP

n pB(n, t) = 1, implies that the cost of a wavefunction
increases if it spreads deeper into the basis. We will gen-
erally take cn = n so that the cost measures the average
depth in the basis of the support of | (t)i.

We could try to define a natural notion of complexity
as the minimum of this cost function over all bases B

C(t) = min
B

CB(t) . (4)

At a time t0, any basis with |B0i = | (t0)i will minimize
(4), achieving C(t0) = c0. We will show that, under
some assumptions, there is an essentially unique basis
minimizing (4) across a finite time domain.

To this end, let C(m)

B
⌘ C(m)

B
(0) = dmCB(t)/dtm|t=0,

and suppose that the cost functions for bases B1 and
B2 have convergent Taylor expansions over 0  t  T .

Then, if there is a k such that C(m)

B1
= C(m)

B2
for m < k

and C(m)

B1
< C(m)

B2
for m = k, then CB1(t) < CB2(t) in a

domain 0  t  ⌧ for some ⌧ < T . We want to find the
basis that minimizes the cost in this sense in the vicinity
of t = 0. We can formalize this condition in terms of the
sequence of derivatives of the cost function at t = 0:

SB =
⇣
C(0)

B
, C(1)

B
, C(2)

B
, · · ·

⌘
. (5)

We write SB1 < SB2 if there is some k such that C(m)

B1
=

C(m)

B2
for m < k and C(m)

B1
< C(m)

B2
for m = k.

In what follows, we say that an ordered basis B is a
complete Krylov basis Kc if its initial elements are the
Krylov basis in the correct order. In more detail, say
the Krylov basis has K vectors. K might be smaller
than the Hilbert space dimension, so in such cases the
usual Krylov basis does not span the full Hilbert space.
We call B a complete Krylov basis if |Bni = |Kni, for
n = 0, · · · ,K � 1. The rest of the basis is unspecified
for the concerns of this definition. This defines a class
of bases for which the number of unspecified elements is
the dimension of the Hilbert space minus the dimension
of the Krylov basis. We will prove that any complete
Krylov basis Kc, as defined above, minimizes the deriva-
tive sequence S and hence has a lower cost than any other
basis, at least in the vicinity of t = 0.

Theorem 1 For any basis B, SK  SB, with equality
only for the complete Krylov bases B = Kc.

Proof: We will prove the theorem by induction by
showing that any orthonormal basis B whose first N el-
ements coincide with the Krylov basis satisfies SB < SB0

for all bases B0 whose first N elements do not coincide
with K.

The first element of the Krylov basis is |K0i = | (0)i.
Suppose now that the first element of B is |B0i = | 0i.
Then the cost is C(0)

B1
= CB(0) =

P
n cn|h (0)|Bni|2 = c0

because |Bi>0i are orthogonal to | (0)i. Any basis B0

which does not include | 0i as its first element will have
a higher cost, because, from (3) it will be a weighted
average of cn�0, and hence be larger than c0 since cn
increases with n.

To prove the induction step we must evaluate time

derivatives of the cost C(m)

B
(t) = dmCB(t)/dtm. Apply-

ing the derivatives to the right side of (3) and using (1)

gives C(m)

B
(0) =

P
n cnp

(m)

B
(n, 0), where

p(m)

B
(n, t) =

dm pB(n, t)

dtm
= (6)

im
mX

k=0

(�1)k
✓
m

k

◆
h (t)|Hm�k |Bni hBn|Hk | (t)i .

Now, let us assume that the firstN elements of B coincide
with the first N elements of K, i.e. |Bii = |Kii for i =

0, 1, · · ·N�1. Following (7), this means that p(m)

B
(n, t) =

p(m)

K
(n, t) for basis elements n < N and all derivatives m.

To complete the proof we need two lemmas.

Lemma 1: Suppose the first N elements B are the first

N elements of K, up to a phase factor. Then p(m)

B
(n, 0) =

0 for n � N,m < 2N .

Proof: For k < N , Hk | (0)i is a linear combination
of |B0i , . . . , |BN�1i, since these vectors equal the first N
elements of the Krylov basis. Orthogonality of the basis
B then implies that h (0)|Hk |Bni = hBn|Hk | (0)i = 0

Take a basis: 
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derivatives of the cost C(m)

B
(t) = dmCB(t)/dtm. Apply-

ing the derivatives to the right side of (3) and using (1)

gives C(m)

B
(0) =

P
n cnp

(m)

B
(n, 0), where

p(m)

B
(n, t) =

dm pB(n, t)

dtm
= (6)

im
mX

k=0

(�1)k
✓
m

k

◆
h (t)|Hm�k |Bni hBn|Hk | (t)i .

Now, let us assume that the firstN elements of B coincide
with the first N elements of K, i.e. |Bii = |Kii for i =

0, 1, · · ·N�1. Following (7), this means that p(m)

B
(n, t) =

p(m)

K
(n, t) for basis elements n < N and all derivatives m.

To complete the proof we need two lemmas.

Lemma 1: Suppose the first N elements B are the first

N elements of K, up to a phase factor. Then p(m)

B
(n, 0) =

0 for n � N,m < 2N .

Proof: For k < N , Hk | (0)i is a linear combination
of |B0i , . . . , |BN�1i, since these vectors equal the first N
elements of the Krylov basis. Orthogonality of the basis
B then implies that h (0)|Hk |Bni = hBn|Hk | (0)i = 0

and a “cost function” (a family,             )cn = n
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2

II. DEFINING COMPLEXITY

Consider a quantum system with a time-independent
Hamiltonian H. Time evolution of a state | (t)i is gov-
erned by the Schrödinger equation

i@t| (t)i = H| (t)i . (1)

The solution | (t)i = e�iHt| (0)i has a formal power
series expansion

| (t)i =
1X

n=0

(�it)n

n!
| ni , (2)

where | ni = Hn| (0)i. The Gram–Schmidt procedure
applied to | ni generates an ordered, orthonormal basis
K = {|Kni : n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·} for the part of the Hilbert
space explored by time development of | (0)i ⌘ |K0i.
The basis K, sometimes called the Krylov basis in the
recent literature, may have fewer elements than the di-
mension of the Hilbert space, depending on the dynamics
and the choice of initial state.

We expect more complex time evolution will spread
| (t)i more widely over the Hilbert space relative to the
initial state | i. To quantify this idea, we define a cost
function relative to a complete, orthonormal, ordered ba-
sis, B = {|Bni : n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·} for the Hilbert space

CB(t) =
X

n

cn|h (t)|Bni|2 ⌘
X

n

cn pB(n, t) , (3)

where the cn are a positive, increasing sequence of real
numbers, and the pB(n, t) are probabilities of being in
each basis vector. Completeness of the basis B, to-
gether with the unitarity of time evolution, namelyP

n pB(n, t) = 1, implies that the cost of a wavefunction
increases if it spreads deeper into the basis. We will gen-
erally take cn = n so that the cost measures the average
depth in the basis of the support of | (t)i.

We could try to define a natural notion of complexity
as the minimum of this cost function over all bases B

C(t) = min
B

CB(t) . (4)

At a time t0, any basis with |B0i = | (t0)i will minimize
(4), achieving C(t0) = c0. We will show that, under
some assumptions, there is an essentially unique basis
minimizing (4) across a finite time domain.

To this end, let C(m)

B
⌘ C(m)

B
(0) = dmCB(t)/dtm|t=0,

and suppose that the cost functions for bases B1 and
B2 have convergent Taylor expansions over 0  t  T .

Then, if there is a k such that C(m)

B1
= C(m)

B2
for m < k

and C(m)

B1
< C(m)

B2
for m = k, then CB1(t) < CB2(t) in a

domain 0  t  ⌧ for some ⌧ < T . We want to find the
basis that minimizes the cost in this sense in the vicinity
of t = 0. We can formalize this condition in terms of the
sequence of derivatives of the cost function at t = 0:

SB =
⇣
C(0)

B
, C(1)

B
, C(2)

B
, · · ·

⌘
. (5)

We write SB1 < SB2 if there is some k such that C(m)

B1
=

C(m)

B2
for m < k and C(m)

B1
< C(m)

B2
for m = k.

In what follows, we say that an ordered basis B is a
complete Krylov basis Kc if its initial elements are the
Krylov basis in the correct order. In more detail, say
the Krylov basis has K vectors. K might be smaller
than the Hilbert space dimension, so in such cases the
usual Krylov basis does not span the full Hilbert space.
We call B a complete Krylov basis if |Bni = |Kni, for
n = 0, · · · ,K � 1. The rest of the basis is unspecified
for the concerns of this definition. This defines a class
of bases for which the number of unspecified elements is
the dimension of the Hilbert space minus the dimension
of the Krylov basis. We will prove that any complete
Krylov basis Kc, as defined above, minimizes the deriva-
tive sequence S and hence has a lower cost than any other
basis, at least in the vicinity of t = 0.

Theorem 1 For any basis B, SK  SB, with equality
only for the complete Krylov bases B = Kc.

Proof: We will prove the theorem by induction by
showing that any orthonormal basis B whose first N el-
ements coincide with the Krylov basis satisfies SB < SB0

for all bases B0 whose first N elements do not coincide
with K.

The first element of the Krylov basis is |K0i = | (0)i.
Suppose now that the first element of B is |B0i = | 0i.
Then the cost is C(0)

B1
= CB(0) =

P
n cn|h (0)|Bni|2 = c0

because |Bi>0i are orthogonal to | (0)i. Any basis B0

which does not include | 0i as its first element will have
a higher cost, because, from (3) it will be a weighted
average of cn�0, and hence be larger than c0 since cn
increases with n.

To prove the induction step we must evaluate time

derivatives of the cost C(m)

B
(t) = dmCB(t)/dtm. Apply-

ing the derivatives to the right side of (3) and using (1)

gives C(m)

B
(0) =

P
n cnp

(m)

B
(n, 0), where

p(m)

B
(n, t) =

dm pB(n, t)

dtm
= (6)

im
mX

k=0

(�1)k
✓
m

k

◆
h (t)|Hm�k |Bni hBn|Hk | (t)i .

Now, let us assume that the firstN elements of B coincide
with the first N elements of K, i.e. |Bii = |Kii for i =

0, 1, · · ·N�1. Following (7), this means that p(m)

B
(n, t) =

p(m)

K
(n, t) for basis elements n < N and all derivatives m.

To complete the proof we need two lemmas.

Lemma 1: Suppose the first N elements B are the first

N elements of K, up to a phase factor. Then p(m)

B
(n, 0) =

0 for n � N,m < 2N .

Proof: For k < N , Hk | (0)i is a linear combination
of |B0i , . . . , |BN�1i, since these vectors equal the first N
elements of the Krylov basis. Orthogonality of the basis
B then implies that h (0)|Hk |Bni = hBn|Hk | (0)i = 0
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minimum (finite t) for the Krylov basis!

Define Complexity as the minimum over basis choices
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Summary

States Operators

| (t)i = e�iHt | 0i =
X

n

�n(t) |Kni
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|O(t)) = eiLt
|O) ⌘

X

n

in'n(t)|On)
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i@t�n(t) = an�n(t) + bn�n�1(t) + bn+1�n+1(t)
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4

We now expand the time-dependent operator in the
Krylov basis as

|O(t)) =
X

n

in'n(t)|On) . (13)

In this expansion, the amplitudes 'n(t) turn out to be
real. Generally, their modulus squared defines probabil-
ities whose sum is conserved in time

X

n

|'n(t)|2 ⌘
X

n

pn(t) = 1. (14)

These amplitudes are determined by solving a
“Schrodinger equation”, that descends from the original
Heisenberg equation satisfied by O(t). To derive this
equation, notice that the previously defined Liouvillian
L plays the role of the Hamiltonian in the new Hilbert
space spanned by the Krylov basis |On). In particular,
the state representing O(t) is given by

|O(t)) = eiLt|O). (15)

Computing the time derivative

@t|O(t)) = iL|O(t)), (16)

or equivalently, using (13) we arrive at

@t|O(t)) =
X

n

in@t'n(t)|On). (17)

Next, from the Lanczos algorithm (11), we find the action
of the Liouvillian on the Krylov basis vectors

L|On) = bn|On�1) + bn+1|On+1). (18)

From this expression it is clear that the Liovillian is tridi-
agonal in the Krylov basis (generally we may have a di-
agonal term in (18)). This fact will play an important
role in the following sections. Applying this to (16) and
shifting the summation appropriately, we derive

@t|O(t)) =
X

n

in (bn'n�1(t)� bn+1'n+1(t)) |On). (19)

Comparing the coe�cients of (17) and (19), we arrive at
the discrete Schrodinger equation determining the time
evolution of the amplitudes 'n(t)

@t'n(t) = bn'n�1(t)� bn+1'n+1(t) . (20)

With this equation, once we derive the Lanczos coe�-
cients bn, we can solve for the amplitudes 'n(t) with
initial condition 'n(0) = �n0 and determine the opera-
tor wavefunction (13). The operator’s wavefunction then
completely determines the growth of the operator that,
as we will describe below, can be measured using tools of
quantum mechanics, quantum information, or quantum
complexity.

Before we discuss operator’s complexity, we note that
a very special role in the Krylov approach is played by
the so-called auto-correlation function

C(t) ⌘ (O(t)|O) = '0(t) . (21)

Indeed, as reviewed in [23], starting from C(t) and/or its
appropriate transforms we can obtain the Lanczos coe�-
cients bn and operator wavefunction. In this work, it will
be more instructive to develop our physical understand-
ing of the Liouvillian instead. This will allow us to easily
extract both C(t) and bn.

Krylov Complexity

We now describe how to quantify operator complex-
ity in this framework. Using physical intuition, we can
first interpret the dynamics in equation (20) as that of
a particle moving on a one-dimensional chain, where the
sites with label n are in one-to-one correspondence with
the Krylov basis vectors (see also [29] for a Toda chain
perspective). This suggests a natural measure of opera-
tor complexity, dubbed Krylov complexity [23], defined
to be the average position in the chain

KO ⌘
X

n

n pn(t) =
X

n

n |'n(t)|2 . (22)

Formally, this quantity can be written as the expectation
value in the evolving state |O(t)) of the following “Krylov
complexity operator”

K̂O =
X

n

n|On)(On| , (23)

such that Krylov complexity reads

KO = (O(t)|K̂O|O(t)) . (24)

Intuitively, this position operator (23) in the chain can
also be interpreted as a “number operator”. Unlike the
Liouvillian, it is diagonal in the Krylov basis.
Clearly, as with the choice of the inner product, there

is a certain ambiguity in this definition of operator com-
plexity. Indeed, several definitions of operator complex-
ities that have appeared in the literature can always be
written in such a way, see [22, 23]. However, as we will
see in this work, this “minimal” choice acquires a simple
geometric interpretation.
The recent interest in the Krylov approach to opera-

tor complexity has various origins. First, modulo simple
physical assumptions, it is a well defined and concrete ap-
proach, potentially applicable to QFTs. These features
make it appealing from the point of view of holography.
Second, based on various explicit numerical as well as
analytical examples, [23] conjectured a maximal possi-
ble growth of Lanczos coe�cients in quantum systems,
namely a linear growth:

bn  ↵n+ � +O(1), (25)

S(t) ⌘ h (t)| (0)i = h 0|eiHt| 0i = �⇤
0(t)
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S(t) = (O0|O(t)) =
�
O0|e

iLt
|O0

�
= '0(t)
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Applications
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Depending on t’s the ground state of the model:

2

time”, can be also taken arbitrary and regarded as the
physical time t (see below).
A useful measure of quantum state complexity can be
defined by a way that some initial state | 0i is spread in
the Hilbert space by a unitary U(s) [25]. Intuitively, a
complex “evolution” will lead to a fast spread over all or-
thogonal states. More precisely, the spread complexity of
| (s)i = U(s) | 0i is estimated by the minimum over all
choices of basis B = {|Bni , n = 0, 1, 2, ...| |B0i = | 0i} of
the following cost function

C(s) = min
B

 
X

n

n|h (s)|Bni|
2

!
. (2)

The fact that makes this definition powerful and com-
putable is that the minimum is attained (see [25] for
proofs) when basis B is the so-called Krylov basis.

The idea behind the Krylov basis for state (1) is
to consider states with all the di↵erent powers of
the circuit Hamiltonian acting on the initial state
| 0i, i.e., {| 0i , H | 0i , H

2
| 0i , ...}, and apply the

Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization procedure, known as
the Lanczos algorithm [29], to this set. In this new basis
|Kni, the circuit Hamiltonian H is generally tri-diagonal
and acts as

H |Kni = an |Kni+ bn |Kn�1i+ bn+1 |Kn+1i , (3)

where coe�cients an and bn are the so-called Lanczos co-
e�cients. The information about them is also contained
in the moments of the return-amplitude (auto-correlator)
S(s) ⌘ h (s)| 0i.

Having constructed the basis that minimizes (2), we
expand our state as

| (s)i =
X

n

 n(s) |Kni , (4)

where, by construction, the complex coe�cients in this
expression satisfy a discrete Schrodinger equation

i@s n(s) = an n(s) + bn n�1(s) + bn+1 n+1(s). (5)

With the knowledge of the Lanczos coe�cients, we can
solve it with initial condition  n(0) = �n,0 (so that we
start from |K0i = | 0i), and determine (4). Note that
unitarity implies that

P
n
(pn(s) ⌘ | n(s)|2) = 1. More-

over, the return amplitude is related to the first coe�-
cient by S(s) =  

⇤
0(s). Last but not the least, the number

of the independent Krylov vectors depends on the Hamil-
tonian as well as the initial state | 0i.
Most importantly, in the Krylov basis, the complexity
(2) becomes

C(s) =
X

n

n| n(s)|
2
, (6)

and for all practical purposes, this will be our work-
ing definition of the spread complexity in the remain-
ing part of this paper. This measure naturally gener-
alizes the Krylov complexity (K-complexity) of opera-
tors [27] to quantum states. Recent studies indicate that
this new notion of complexity can distinguish integrable
and chaotic models [27, 30]. Moreover, the evolution of
the so-called thermofield-double state [31] leads to re-
turn amplitude given by the spectral form factor (see e.g.
[32, 33]) making spread complexity a new probe of quan-
tum chaos. Even though we are only starting to explore
this universal new tool it is clear that its sensitivity to
interesting physics is tantalising [34–37]. In the follow-
ing, we will employ (6) and test wether it does equally
well in integrable systems and in particular, whether it
can detect topological phases.

SPREAD COMPLEXITY IN THE SSH MODEL

Our basic example will be the SSH model of polyacety-
lene [26] (see e.g. [38] for a pedagogical introduction, here
we closely follow the conventions of [39, 40]) given by the
Hamiltonian

H = t1

X

i

⇣
c
†
Ai
cBi + h.c.

⌘
� t2

X

i

⇣
c
†
Bi
cA,i+1 + h.c.

⌘

+ µs

X

i

⇣
c
†
Ai
cAi � c

†
Bi
cBi

⌘
, (7)

where (cAi, cBi) represent two-flavours of fermion annihi-
lation operators defined at site i on a 1d lattice, t1, t2, µs

are real parameters, and we also assume anti-periodic
boundary conditions (see more in appendix A). We will
take both t1, t2 � 0 and µs = 0. Depending on these
couplings, the model is in one of the two phases: a non-
topological phase for t1 > t2 or a topological phase (topo-
logical insulator) for t2 > t1, separated by a critical point
at t1 = t2.
We will first compute the complexity of the ground

state that, depending on parameters t1 and t2, belongs
to one of the above-mentioned phases of the model. For
that, as well as for later purposes, it will be convenient
to re-write the Hamiltonian in momentum space as (see
[40], and appendix A)

H =
X

k

h
2R3J

(k)
0 + iR1

⇣
J
(k)
+ � J

(k)
�

⌘i
, (8)

where the coe�cients are R1 = t1 � t2 cos(k), R3 =
t2 sin(k) and, for each momentum mode, we denoted the
SU(2) algebra generators

[J (k)
0 , J

(k)
± ] = ±J

(k)
± , [J (k)

+ , J
(k)
� ] = 2J (k)

0 . (9)

Then, the ground state can be written in terms of the

Su–Schrieffer-Hegger model (polyacetylene)

3

FIG. 1. Behaviour of the spread complexity of formation
C(t1, t2) (equation (16)) for the ground state of the SSH model
|⌦i.

SU(2) coherent states as (see appendix A)

|⌦i =
Y

k>0

Nke
�i tan

⇣
�k
2

⌘
(J(k)

+ +J
(�k)
+ )

����
1

2
,�

1

2

�

k

, (10)

where Nk stands for the normalization, J (±k) correspond
to two decoupled SU(2) algebras for positive and nega-
tive momenta and |1/2,�1/2i denotes a tensor product
over the lowest-weight states of the j = 1/2 representa-

tion (J (±k)
� |1/2,�1/2i±k

= 0). Moreover, the relation
between �k and the physical parameters is given by

sin�k =
|R1|

R
, cos�k =

R3

R
, (11)

where we also denoted

R =
q
t
2
1 + t

2
2 � 2t1t2 cos(k). (12)

Without loss of generality, we can just compute the
spread complexity for positive momenta and the full re-
sult will have an additional factor of 2 from the �k sector.

First, for a single momentum k > 0, using the SU(2)
Baker–Campbell–Hausdor↵ formula and with a slight
abuse of notation, we write the relevant part of the state
in a circuit form (1)

|⌦k(s)i = e
�i

s�k
2

⇣
J

(k)
+ +J

(k)
�

⌘ ����
1

2
,�

1

2

�

k

, (13)

where s 2 [0, 1] and our ground state is the “target state”
at s = 1. The operator in the exponent is the circuit
Hamiltonian in (1). Note that in these circuits we took
a natural reference state | 0i as the ground state of the
left and right Hamiltonians (see appendix A and also [42]

for other choices). This way of writing makes transparent
the connection with coherent states and we can directly
apply the tools from [28] (see appendix B) to expand our
state in the Krylov basis as (4). Because j = 1/2, we will
only have two basis vectors and two amplitudes

 0(s) = cos

✓
s�k

2

◆
,  1(s) = �i sin

✓
s�k

2

◆
, (14)

that satisfy (5) with appropriate Lanczos coe�cients. As
a result, we get the contribution to our complexity from
a single momentum mode

Ck(s = 1) = sin2
�k

2
=

1

2
�

t2 sin(k)

2
p
t
2
1 + t

2
2 � 2t1t2 cos(k)

.

(15)
The complexity of the ground state is obtained by inte-
grating over all the momenta and multiplying by 2 from
k < 0. This yields

C(t1, t2) = 2

Z
⇡

0

dk

2⇡
Ck =

1

2
�

t1 + t2 � |t1 � t2|

2⇡t1
. (16)

Observe that we took the continuum limit so this result is
proportional to the volume L but, to keep our equations
compact, we rescaled this factor (our C are complexity
“densities”).
This surprisingly simple formula, shown on Fig. 1, in-

deed shows two very di↵erent behaviours of the spread
complexity for the two distinct phases of the model.
Namely, for the non-topological phase with t1 > t2, com-
plexity linearly depends on the ratio t2/t1 but in the
topological phase, with t2 > t1, it is constant. This is our
main result. We also performed analogous computation
for the 1d Kitaev-chain [41], and found that complexity
becomes constant when crossing from a non-topological
to a topological phase in specific cases [42] (see supple-
mentary material D). Note that unlike entanglement en-
tropy or Nielsen-type complexities that require numerics,
(16) is fully analytical.

COMPLEXITY DURING QUANTUM QUENCH

Another framework where we can probe the spread
complexity is given by the so-called quantum quenches.
A typical quench protocol considers a unitary time evolu-
tion of an initial state |⌦ii of some initial HamiltonianHi,
performed with a di↵erent HamiltonianHf for which |⌦ii

is an excited state. Universal features of the evolution of
entanglement and complexity have been extensively stud-
ied in the literature (see e.g. [43–46] and review of closely
related dynamical quantum phase transitions [47]).
Here, we focus on the so-called instantaneous quench

in the SSH model and consider the state

| (t)i = e
�iHf t|⌦ii, (17)

non-topological phase (t1>t2) or topological insulator (t1<t2). 
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Complexity of the TFD evolution [Balasubramanian, PC, Magan, Wu ’22]

Consider the TFD state as initial state

Z(�) =
X

n

e��En
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| �i =
1p
Z(�)

X

n

e�
�
2 En |n, ni
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7

for computing all the  n(t). We start by noting that b0 =
0 and use  0(t) and its time derivative in (26) to compute
 1(t). Then, given  0(t) and  1(t) we can compute  2(t)
and so on.

Finally, given  n(t) we apply our definition of com-
plexity in (3, 4):

C(t) = CK(t) =
X

n

n pn(t) =
X

n

n | n(t)|2 , (27)

where we took the complexity coe�cients in the cost
function (3) to be cn = n. With this definition, com-
plexity measures the average depth of support of a time
evolving state in the Krylov basis. Formally, this quan-
tity is the expectation value in the evolving state | (t)i
of a “complexity operator”

K̂ =
X

n

n|KnihKn| , (28)

such that the complexity reads

C(t) = h (t)|K̂ | (t)i . (29)

Below we will also consider the entropic definition of com-
plexity (13)

CS = eS = e
�

P
n

pn log pn

, (30)

which can also be calculated from the pn = | n|2 . This
can also be understood as the exponential of the entropy
of the algebra generated by the complexity operator. See
[35] for the definition of the entropy of an operator alge-
bra.

D. Survival, TFD and the partition sum

We will find it illuminating to study complexity growth
of the Thermo-Field Double (TFD) state defined as fol-
lows. Consider a Hamiltonian H acting on a Hilbert
space H, with eigenstates |ni and eigenvalues En. To
purify the thermal ensemble we construct the maximally
entangled TFD state

| �i ⌘
1p
Z�

X

n

e�
�En

2 |n, ni , (31)

in the tensor product of the original Hilbert space with
itself. This state is invariant under evolution with Hamil-
tonian HL �HR, where HL,R = H act independently on
the left and right copies of H. However, the state is not
invariant under evolution by the action of a single Hamil-
tonian, say HL ⌘ H. Equivalently, we could evolve by
(HL +HR)/2 but these evolutions are equal because the
TFD state is invariant under the action of (HL�HR)/2.
Unitary evolution with a single Hamiltonian gives

| �(t)i = e�iHt| �i = | �+2iti . (32)

Notice that the TFD and its time evolution are contained
within the subspace spanned by {|n, ni}. As a result, the
finite dimension algorithm for computing the Lanczos co-
e�cients need only work within this small subspace, sim-
plifying numerical evaluations. The maximum dimension
of the explored Hilbert space in this time evolution is
therefore the dimension of the original Hilbert space H.
In the AdS/CFT correspondence, such TFD states are

dual to the eternal black hole [36]. The spectrum of the
theory is conveniently packaged in the analytically con-
tinued partition function

Z��it =
X

n

e�(��it)En , (33)

and the related spectral form factor S��it = |Z��it|2.
These time-dependent quantities have been extensively
studied in random matrix theory and quantum gravity
[14, 15], for example to explore chaotic behavior.
The interesting feature for us is that the survival am-

plitude for the time evolved TFD state has a simple ex-
pression in terms of the partition function

S(t) = h �+2it| �i =
Z��it

Z�
. (34)

The spectral form factor is then the survival probability
of a dynamical process, corresponding to the evolution of
the TFD. We can use this fact to extract the probabilities
of the Krylov basis states.
Given this survival amplitude, the moments in (22)

µn ⌘ dn

dtn
S(t)

����
t=0

=
1

Z�
Tr

�
e��H (iH)n

�
, (35)

are thermal expectation values of the Hamiltonian. In
holographic theories, the partition function and the en-
ergy moments have simple geometric duals, and, at least
in 2d gravity [37–42], there are non-perturbative defini-
tions of these quantities. Since our measure of complex-
ity is a functional of the survival amplitude, the relation
of the latter to the partition function provides a path to-
wards understanding the relation between quantum com-
plexity, geometry and quantum gravity, and perhaps the
conjectures relating complexity in quantum field theory
to spatial volumes and actions in a dual theory of gravity
[43–45]. Likewise, the relation between the spectrum of
the Hamiltonian and the dynamics of complexity in TFD
states provides a bridge from the classification of phases
of quantum matter via the associated partition functions,
to a novel characterization in terms of the dynamics of
quantum complexity.
Finally, although we have shown that complexity dy-

namics in the TFD state depends only on the spectrum, if
we start with a general quantum state | (0)i, complexity
growth will depend both on the spectrum and the struc-
ture of energy eigenstates. Indeed, for a general initial
state the survival amplitude is

h (t)| i =
X

n

ei En th (t)|nihn| (0)i , (36)

Lanczos coefficients encoded in the spectral form factor

S(t) = h �(t)| �i =
Z(� � it)

Z(�)
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And evolution

Direct sensitivity to the spectrum!
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Evolution of the TFD for RMT

Spread Complexity for TFD evolved with GUE Hamiltonian

17

Figure 11. Quantum state complexity of the time evolved
TFD for small times, and at infinite N , for several values of
� between 2 and 50, corresponding to the GUE ensemble of
random matrices. Complexity starts growing quadratically
and transitions to linear growth at time of order �. The color
bar indicates the value of � for each curve.

relation between an and bn manifests as the first plateau
in the plot of an � 2bn in Fig. (10). The second plateau
in this figure at larger n occurs because an and bn are
both changing very slowly in this regime.

Recall from (2) and (26) that at short times, the time-
evolving state has most of its support on Krylov ba-
sis elements |Kni with small n. As discussed above
an+d = 2bn ⇠ n in this range, just as in the free limit of
the particle moving in the SL(2,R) group (78). In analogy
we expect that complexity grows quadratically at early
times. At later times the time evolution will acquire sup-
port on Krylov basis elements with larger n. As we dis-
cussed above, in the large N limit an = 0 beyond some n
of O(1), and bn is roughly constant for any fixed interval
of n. Using these conditions, the Schrodinger equation
in the Krylov basis (26) becomes a free wave equation in
one dimension, whose solutions are plane waves moving
at constant speed. This implies that the mean position
in the Krylov basis, and hence the complexity grows lin-
early with time. This is the same regime as the one
found in [47, 52, 54] for operator growth at large times.
This regime was also found in the context of Nielsen’s
complexity in [5]. Using random quantum circuits it has
been found recently in [31].

These regimes of complexity growth are confirmed in
Fig. 11, where we see a transition from initial quadratic
growth to linear growth at a time of order �3/2 (recall
that we are working in units where E0 = 1). In the
quadratic growth regime, we checked numerically that,
just like in the Schwarzian theory, the growth rate is
controlled by the variance in energy which is of order
1/�2.

As we discussed above, although the bn are approxi-
mately constant over any finite interval in n in the large
N limit, over intervals of O(N) they do gradually decay
to zero. This is because the Lanczos algorithm must halt
when we reach the dimension of the Hilbert space. This
means the support of the state in the Krylov basis cannot
keep growing, but it is possible for the support to narrow

Figure 12. Quantum state complexity of the time evolved
TFD over an exponentially large period of time for dif-
ferent values of N and �, as described in the main text.
Dark Hues: GUE ensemble. Going from highest
(blue) to lowest (yellow) curves we have � = {0, 1, 2, 5, 10}.
In each case we have plotted ensembles with N =
{1024, 1280, 1536, 1792, 2048, 2560, 3072, 3584, 4096}. Com-
plexity grows linearly to a peak, followed by a downward slope
to a plateau. Light Hues: Ensemble with the same density
of states as GUE, but without correlations between eigenval-
ues. In this case, the curves plateau without reaching a peak
followed by a downward slope.

Figure 13. Spectral Form Factor (survival probability of the
time evolved TFD) over an exponentially large period of time
forN = 4096 and � = 1, averaged over 10 samples of the GUE
ensemble. Dark blue: The GUE esemble of random matrices
displays a ramp followed by a plateau. Light blue: For an
ensemble with the same density of states as the GUE but with
no correlations between eigenvalues, the spectral form factor
displays a plateau without a ramp.

back again. This means that, at large times, complexity
should reach a maximum and then may decay or plateau.
For chaotic systems we indeed expect the maximum in
the complexity to be of O(N) and a plateau at this order
as well.

The dark hued curves in Fig. 12 show how state com-
plexity changes in a variety of GUE ensembles until times
of order the size of the Hilbert space (t/N ⇠ O(1)). It is
immediately clear that the complexity dynamics displays
a characteristic overall structure: a linear ramp for times
that are exponentially large in the entropy, followed by
a peak, and then a downward slope to saturation at an
exponentially large plateau. The onset times and heights
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Figure 16. Snapshots of the probability distribution in the
Krylov basis of the time evolved TFD for a range of times as
specified above each panel. This plot corresponds to � = 0,
N = 4096 and the GUE ensemble. The horizontal axis shows
the index of the Krylov basis elements from 1 to 4096 and the
y-axis shows the probability that the initial state has evolved
so that it is found in the given basis state. At t = 0 the y-axis
runs from 0 to 1 and all the probability weight is on the initial
state. At t = 40000 the mean probability is 1/4096. Thus,
we arranged the scale of each panel to better show the spread
of the wavefunction over the Krylov basis.

Figure 17. Snapshots of the probability distribution in the
Krylov basis of the time evolved TFD for a range of times as
specified above each panel. This plot corresponds to � = 5,
N = 4096 and the GUE ensemble. The horizontal axis shows
the index of the Krylov basis elements and the y-axis shows
the probability that the initial state has evolved so that it
is found in the given basis state. The y-axis scales di↵er in
each panel (see caption of Fig. 16 for an explanation of this
choice).

sidered below.
We can also characterize the spread of the wavefunc-

tion across the Krylov basis in terms of the entropic def-
inition of complexity (30) or the variance of the distribu-
tion of probabilities of the basis states. These quantities
are displayed in Figs. 14 and 15 and also show a ramp, a
peak, slope, and plateau.

It is also illuminating to examine the explicit form of
the wavefunction in the Krlov basis at di↵erent moments
of time. Figs. 16 and (17) show the spread of wavefunc-
tion over the Krylov basis for � = 0, 5 for a range of
times from t = 0 until late times when the complexity
has plateaued. At t = 0 the wavefunction is localized

Figure 18. Quantum state complexity of the time
evolved TFD state in the GOE ensemble over exponen-
tially large time, for di↵erent values of � = {0, 1, 2, 5, 10}.
In each case we have plotted ensembles with N =
{1024, 1280, 1536, 1792, 2048, 2560, 3072, 3584, 4096}. Notice
that after rising to a peak, the complexity decays smoothly
to the plateau value.

on the initial TFD state which is also the first Krylov
basis element. The dynamics then looks like a probabil-
ity shockwave that starts on the initial state and prop-
agates outward to higher basis elements, leaving a tail
of probability behind. For high temperatures (� ! 0),
the probability is initially concentrated at the shockwave
front, while for intermediate and low temperatures, the
probability distribution over the Krylov basis is more
concentrated in the middle of the distribution. But in
both cases, when the shockwave reaches the last Krylov
basis vector, it is far from being stationary. The wave
bounces back and this gives rise to the downward slope
after the peak in state complexity. In the entropic defi-
nition of complexity, there is also a downward slope after
the bounce of the shockwave (Fig. 14) for most tempera-
tures. However, at infinite temperature the probability is
so concentrated at the shockwave front that the distribu-
tion actually continues to spread after bouncing from the
edge of the Krylov chain so that the entropic complexity
does not show a peak and download slope in this limit
(dark blue line in Fig. 14).
We can repeat our computations for the GOE ensem-

ble, defined as an ensemble of real symmetric N ⇥ N
matrices H with Gaussian measure

1

ZGOE(N)

e�
N
4 Tr(H2

) , (124)

and the GSE ensemble, defined as an ensemble of N ⇥N
Hermitian quaternionic matrices with Gaussian measure

1

ZGSE(N)

e�NTr(H2
) . (125)

The details of the computation are the same as for the
GUE ensemble. As reviewed above, these ensembles
mainly di↵er in the specific universal correlation func-
tions between nearby and far away energy eigenvalues. In
fact, as described in [14], spectral rigidity of the matrix
ensembles, related to the correlations of far away energy
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Figure 11. Quantum state complexity of the time evolved
TFD for small times, and at infinite N , for several values of
� between 2 and 50, corresponding to the GUE ensemble of
random matrices. Complexity starts growing quadratically
and transitions to linear growth at time of order �. The color
bar indicates the value of � for each curve.

relation between an and bn manifests as the first plateau
in the plot of an � 2bn in Fig. (10). The second plateau
in this figure at larger n occurs because an and bn are
both changing very slowly in this regime.

Recall from (2) and (26) that at short times, the time-
evolving state has most of its support on Krylov ba-
sis elements |Kni with small n. As discussed above
an+d = 2bn ⇠ n in this range, just as in the free limit of
the particle moving in the SL(2,R) group (78). In analogy
we expect that complexity grows quadratically at early
times. At later times the time evolution will acquire sup-
port on Krylov basis elements with larger n. As we dis-
cussed above, in the large N limit an = 0 beyond some n
of O(1), and bn is roughly constant for any fixed interval
of n. Using these conditions, the Schrodinger equation
in the Krylov basis (26) becomes a free wave equation in
one dimension, whose solutions are plane waves moving
at constant speed. This implies that the mean position
in the Krylov basis, and hence the complexity grows lin-
early with time. This is the same regime as the one
found in [47, 52, 54] for operator growth at large times.
This regime was also found in the context of Nielsen’s
complexity in [5]. Using random quantum circuits it has
been found recently in [31].

These regimes of complexity growth are confirmed in
Fig. 11, where we see a transition from initial quadratic
growth to linear growth at a time of order �3/2 (recall
that we are working in units where E0 = 1). In the
quadratic growth regime, we checked numerically that,
just like in the Schwarzian theory, the growth rate is
controlled by the variance in energy which is of order
1/�2.

As we discussed above, although the bn are approxi-
mately constant over any finite interval in n in the large
N limit, over intervals of O(N) they do gradually decay
to zero. This is because the Lanczos algorithm must halt
when we reach the dimension of the Hilbert space. This
means the support of the state in the Krylov basis cannot
keep growing, but it is possible for the support to narrow

Figure 12. Quantum state complexity of the time evolved
TFD over an exponentially large period of time for dif-
ferent values of N and �, as described in the main text.
Dark Hues: GUE ensemble. Going from highest
(blue) to lowest (yellow) curves we have � = {0, 1, 2, 5, 10}.
In each case we have plotted ensembles with N =
{1024, 1280, 1536, 1792, 2048, 2560, 3072, 3584, 4096}. Com-
plexity grows linearly to a peak, followed by a downward slope
to a plateau. Light Hues: Ensemble with the same density
of states as GUE, but without correlations between eigenval-
ues. In this case, the curves plateau without reaching a peak
followed by a downward slope.

Figure 13. Spectral Form Factor (survival probability of the
time evolved TFD) over an exponentially large period of time
forN = 4096 and � = 1, averaged over 10 samples of the GUE
ensemble. Dark blue: The GUE esemble of random matrices
displays a ramp followed by a plateau. Light blue: For an
ensemble with the same density of states as the GUE but with
no correlations between eigenvalues, the spectral form factor
displays a plateau without a ramp.

back again. This means that, at large times, complexity
should reach a maximum and then may decay or plateau.
For chaotic systems we indeed expect the maximum in
the complexity to be of O(N) and a plateau at this order
as well.

The dark hued curves in Fig. 12 show how state com-
plexity changes in a variety of GUE ensembles until times
of order the size of the Hilbert space (t/N ⇠ O(1)). It is
immediately clear that the complexity dynamics displays
a characteristic overall structure: a linear ramp for times
that are exponentially large in the entropy, followed by
a peak, and then a downward slope to saturation at an
exponentially large plateau. The onset times and heights
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of O(1), and bn is roughly constant for any fixed interval
of n. Using these conditions, the Schrodinger equation
in the Krylov basis (26) becomes a free wave equation in
one dimension, whose solutions are plane waves moving
at constant speed. This implies that the mean position
in the Krylov basis, and hence the complexity grows lin-
early with time. This is the same regime as the one
found in [47, 52, 54] for operator growth at large times.
This regime was also found in the context of Nielsen’s
complexity in [5]. Using random quantum circuits it has
been found recently in [31].

These regimes of complexity growth are confirmed in
Fig. 11, where we see a transition from initial quadratic
growth to linear growth at a time of order �3/2 (recall
that we are working in units where E0 = 1). In the
quadratic growth regime, we checked numerically that,
just like in the Schwarzian theory, the growth rate is
controlled by the variance in energy which is of order
1/�2.

As we discussed above, although the bn are approxi-
mately constant over any finite interval in n in the large
N limit, over intervals of O(N) they do gradually decay
to zero. This is because the Lanczos algorithm must halt
when we reach the dimension of the Hilbert space. This
means the support of the state in the Krylov basis cannot
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back again. This means that, at large times, complexity
should reach a maximum and then may decay or plateau.
For chaotic systems we indeed expect the maximum in
the complexity to be of O(N) and a plateau at this order
as well.

The dark hued curves in Fig. 12 show how state com-
plexity changes in a variety of GUE ensembles until times
of order the size of the Hilbert space (t/N ⇠ O(1)). It is
immediately clear that the complexity dynamics displays
a characteristic overall structure: a linear ramp for times
that are exponentially large in the entropy, followed by
a peak, and then a downward slope to saturation at an
exponentially large plateau. The onset times and heights
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TFD for small times, and at infinite N , for several values of
� between 2 and 50, corresponding to the GUE ensemble of
random matrices. Complexity starts growing quadratically
and transitions to linear growth at time of order �. The color
bar indicates the value of � for each curve.
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in the plot of an � 2bn in Fig. (10). The second plateau
in this figure at larger n occurs because an and bn are
both changing very slowly in this regime.

Recall from (2) and (26) that at short times, the time-
evolving state has most of its support on Krylov ba-
sis elements |Kni with small n. As discussed above
an+d = 2bn ⇠ n in this range, just as in the free limit of
the particle moving in the SL(2,R) group (78). In analogy
we expect that complexity grows quadratically at early
times. At later times the time evolution will acquire sup-
port on Krylov basis elements with larger n. As we dis-
cussed above, in the large N limit an = 0 beyond some n
of O(1), and bn is roughly constant for any fixed interval
of n. Using these conditions, the Schrodinger equation
in the Krylov basis (26) becomes a free wave equation in
one dimension, whose solutions are plane waves moving
at constant speed. This implies that the mean position
in the Krylov basis, and hence the complexity grows lin-
early with time. This is the same regime as the one
found in [47, 52, 54] for operator growth at large times.
This regime was also found in the context of Nielsen’s
complexity in [5]. Using random quantum circuits it has
been found recently in [31].

These regimes of complexity growth are confirmed in
Fig. 11, where we see a transition from initial quadratic
growth to linear growth at a time of order �3/2 (recall
that we are working in units where E0 = 1). In the
quadratic growth regime, we checked numerically that,
just like in the Schwarzian theory, the growth rate is
controlled by the variance in energy which is of order
1/�2.

As we discussed above, although the bn are approxi-
mately constant over any finite interval in n in the large
N limit, over intervals of O(N) they do gradually decay
to zero. This is because the Lanczos algorithm must halt
when we reach the dimension of the Hilbert space. This
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as well.
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Fig. 11, where we see a transition from initial quadratic
growth to linear growth at a time of order �3/2 (recall
that we are working in units where E0 = 1). In the
quadratic growth regime, we checked numerically that,
just like in the Schwarzian theory, the growth rate is
controlled by the variance in energy which is of order
1/�2.

As we discussed above, although the bn are approxi-
mately constant over any finite interval in n in the large
N limit, over intervals of O(N) they do gradually decay
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at constant speed. This implies that the mean position
in the Krylov basis, and hence the complexity grows lin-
early with time. This is the same regime as the one
found in [47, 52, 54] for operator growth at large times.
This regime was also found in the context of Nielsen’s
complexity in [5]. Using random quantum circuits it has
been found recently in [31].

These regimes of complexity growth are confirmed in
Fig. 11, where we see a transition from initial quadratic
growth to linear growth at a time of order �3/2 (recall
that we are working in units where E0 = 1). In the
quadratic growth regime, we checked numerically that,
just like in the Schwarzian theory, the growth rate is
controlled by the variance in energy which is of order
1/�2.

As we discussed above, although the bn are approxi-
mately constant over any finite interval in n in the large
N limit, over intervals of O(N) they do gradually decay
to zero. This is because the Lanczos algorithm must halt
when we reach the dimension of the Hilbert space. This
means the support of the state in the Krylov basis cannot
keep growing, but it is possible for the support to narrow

Figure 12. Quantum state complexity of the time evolved
TFD over an exponentially large period of time for dif-
ferent values of N and �, as described in the main text.
Dark Hues: GUE ensemble. Going from highest
(blue) to lowest (yellow) curves we have � = {0, 1, 2, 5, 10}.
In each case we have plotted ensembles with N =
{1024, 1280, 1536, 1792, 2048, 2560, 3072, 3584, 4096}. Com-
plexity grows linearly to a peak, followed by a downward slope
to a plateau. Light Hues: Ensemble with the same density
of states as GUE, but without correlations between eigenval-
ues. In this case, the curves plateau without reaching a peak
followed by a downward slope.

Figure 13. Spectral Form Factor (survival probability of the
time evolved TFD) over an exponentially large period of time
forN = 4096 and � = 1, averaged over 10 samples of the GUE
ensemble. Dark blue: The GUE esemble of random matrices
displays a ramp followed by a plateau. Light blue: For an
ensemble with the same density of states as the GUE but with
no correlations between eigenvalues, the spectral form factor
displays a plateau without a ramp.

back again. This means that, at large times, complexity
should reach a maximum and then may decay or plateau.
For chaotic systems we indeed expect the maximum in
the complexity to be of O(N) and a plateau at this order
as well.

The dark hued curves in Fig. 12 show how state com-
plexity changes in a variety of GUE ensembles until times
of order the size of the Hilbert space (t/N ⇠ O(1)). It is
immediately clear that the complexity dynamics displays
a characteristic overall structure: a linear ramp for times
that are exponentially large in the entropy, followed by
a peak, and then a downward slope to saturation at an
exponentially large plateau. The onset times and heights

[Balasubramanian, PC, Magan, Wu ’22]

Spread Complexity for TFD evolved with GUE Hamiltonian
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Spread Complexity and Geodesic Length in JT gravity

[Berkooz,Narayan,Simon’18,…][Lin ’23]Isomorphism of Hilbert spaces in SYK and JT gravity:

Chord Basis = Krylov Basis

Spread Complexity in SYK matches the JT length 

Figure 4. The 15 chord diagrams contributing toM6: the top row shows chord diagrams with zero
intersections (5 diagrams), the second row shows chord diagrams with 1 intersection (6 diagrams),
the third row shows diagrams with 2 intersections (3 diagrams) and the fourth row shows the
only chord diagram with 3 intersections. These numbers correspond to the calculation of M6 in
(3.11).

apply the recursion method (3.4):

b21 = M2 =
J2

�
=

J2

�
[1]q

b22 =
M4

M2

�M2 =
J
4

�2 (2 + q)
J2

�

� J2

�
=

J2

�
(1 + q) =

J2

�
[2]q

b23 =
M6
M2

�M4

M4
M2

�M2

� M4

M2

= (...) =
J2

�
(1 + q + q2) =

J2

�
[3]q .

(3.12)

Equations (3.12) illustrate that the Lanczos coe�cients (3.10) are consistent with the

Hamiltonian moments (3.11).

3.1.1 State dependence of the Lanczos coe�cients

An important discussion is in order: what initial state are these Lanczos coe�cients being

computed for? They are the Lanczos coe�cients associated to the evolution under the

e↵ective Hamiltonian T of the initial state |0i, given by the state

|�(t)i = e�itT |0i, (3.13)

as the moments to which the coe�cients (3.10) are in one-to-one correspondence are the

coe�cients of the Taylor series of the survival amplitude of (3.13):

h0|e�itT |0i =
+1X

k=0

(�it)2k

(2k)!
M2k, (3.14)

where the moments M2k are given in (2.11).

Furthermore, the state |0i that seeds the evolution can be thought of as an e↵ective

version of the infinite-temperature thermofield “double” state in the ensemble-averaged
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Figure 5. Lanczos coe�cients in DSSYK for di↵erent values of q, denoted bn ⌘ b(n, q). Left:
Linear scale along both axes, focusing at small values of n. Right: Log-log plot. In this scale, the
initial linear shape is compatible with a square-root behavior of bn; figure 6 illustrates this in more
detail.

Figure 6. Left: Lanczos coe�cients of DSSYK for � = 0.01 (i.e. q ⇡ 0.99005), together with the
limiting regimes for small and large n. Right: Transition value n⇤(q) as a function of q (in blue).
The constant n⇤ = 1 has been marked in orange, for reference. Note the logarithmic scale along
the vertical axis. In particular, we note that n⇤(q) has a vertical asymptote at q = 1, implying that
in the limit q ! 1, which is of interest in this paper, there will be a clear separation of scales in the
Lanczos sequence.

the basis of fixed-chord-number states); see (3.9) for the precise definition. Therefore, at

su�ciently early times, the state wave packet only probes the first regime of (3.21), where

the Lanczos coe�cients exhibit a square-root behavior. Following [10, 34] we can recycle

the results for the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra. Namely, the Hamiltonian is given by

T = �
⇣
a+ a†

⌘
, (3.23)

where � = Jp
1�q

= Jp
1�e��

and a, a† act over the Krylov basis as ladder operators of a

simple bosonic harmonic oscillator, satisfying the usual algebra

[a, a†] = 1, (3.24)

i.e. in this regime the q-deformation of the algebra (2.17) is not important as long as we

restrict to the subspace of states {|ni / n . n⇤(q)}. Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor↵

formula and the simple commutation relation (3.24), the exact wave function �n(t) is
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ñ di↵ers from n in a �-dependent shift, necessary to zoom in near the ground state of the

original n-lattice. Via an argument analogous to that in section 3.1.1 relating the infinite-

temperature thermofield “double” state of the full Hamiltonian to the |n = 0i state in

the averaged theory, we can associate the infinite-temperature thermofield “double” state

of the low-energy Hamiltonian to the |ñ = 0i state in the averaged theory. Finally, from

the fact that
b̃
l

lf
= �b̃n holds as an operator identity, taking expectation value on both

sides yields the relation l̃(t)

lf
= �gCK(t), between bulk regularized length in JT and the

K-complexity gCK(t) of the infinite-temperature thermofield double state of triple-scaled

SYK in the averaged theory.

We can elaborate further on K-complexity from the point of view of the ñ-lattice. Its

Lanczos coe�cients are obtained by performing the triple-scaling protocol on (3.10):

bñ =
J

�

q
1� (2�)2qñ +O(�0) = b� 2�Jqñ +O(�2), (4.2)

where the constant b = J

�
+ O(�0) is related to the ground-state energy. We note that

qñ = e��ñ is fixed in the triple-scaling limit in such a way that �ñ ⌘ l̃

lf
does not scale with

�. In this limit, the variable l̃ becomes continuous; however, the analysis of the recurrence

equation in Krylov space in this continuum limit is slightly di↵erent from the case in

section 3.3: here, one does not reach the conclusion that 2�b(x̃) (where x̃ ⌘ l̃

lf
) plays the

role of a velocity, because the orders of the �-expansion of b(x̃) get mixed with those coming

from the displacement operator. Instead, it can be checked that the di↵erential equation

that this continuous analysis yields is nothing but the Schrödinger equation dictated by

the triple-scaled Hamiltonian (4.1), consistently. Furthermore, the small-� prefactor of

this Hamiltonian allows for a classical approximation in which the expectation value of l̃

is given by the solution to the equation of motion dictated by the Liouville Hamiltonian

(4.1) derived on the boundary. We perform such a classical evaluation using the initial

conditions
el(0)
lAdS

= ex0, ėl(0) = 0 and, setting lf = lAdS as announced in (2.61), we reach:

�gCK(t) =
el(t)
lAdS

= ex0 + 2 log
n
cosh

⇣
2�Je�ex0/2 t

⌘o
, (4.3)

which is a solution with energy12

E = 4�Je�x̃0 . (4.4)

For fixed ex0, this is consistent with the fact that the Hamiltonian (4.1) describes config-

urations that constitute excitations of energies of order �, i.e. close to the ground state.

This allows us to rewrite (4.3) as:

�gCK(t) =
el(t)
lAdS

= 2 log
n
cosh

⇣
t
p
E�J

⌘o
� log

✓
E

4�J

◆
. (4.5)

12For the sake of notational simplicity, we define the energy E as the di↵erence between the total energy

and the ground-state energy, i.e. E ⌘ hT̃ i � E0, where T̃ is given in (4.1).
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l̃(t)
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[Rabinovici et al. ’23]
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• New "physical” complexity measures for operators/states in QFTs 

• New tools for Quantum Many-Body, Quantum Chaos/Integrability, Quantum Gravity  

• Reproduce the growth of Black Hole interiors in toy models (SYK, JT) 

• Universal laws for Spread/Krylov complexity?  

• Relation with QI or QC approaches? Circuit, Kolmogorov, Nielsen…? 

• Quantum Black Hole Interiors? Infalling Observers? Singularities?

Conclusions

Thank You!


